Determination of acute exposure guideline levels in a dispersion model.
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) is in the process of establishing acute exposure guideline levels (AEGLs) for a number of toxic chemicals. These guidelines represent predictable human consequences from measured exposures of selected toxic chemicals over time. They are intended for emergency planning and regulatory purposes. This paper presents a method that can be used by atmospheric dispersion models to compute AEGL values and graphically display the regions exposed to each guideline level on area maps. EPA currently defines three levels of AEGLs corresponding to increasingly severe symptoms, ranging from notable discomfort (AEGL-1) to serious adverse health effects (AEGL-2) to life-threatening effects or death (AEGL-3). For each chemical's three AEGL levels, guideline concentrations are defined for five exposure durations: 10 min, 30 min, 1 hr, 4 hr, and 8 hr. Dispersion models can compute a chemical dosage (time-integrated concentration) and a peak concentration throughout the area exposed to the plume. The AEGL then can be computed by finding the effective duration of the plume at each location, computing the AEGL-equivalent dosages for these durations, and comparing the dosage at each point with the AEGL-equivalent dosages. AEGL contours then can be plotted and readily interpreted in terms of expected toxicity levels for each level of health impact.